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The tourism industry in Yemen is, by every measure,
on the rise. Since first recorded in 1990, tourist arrivals,
average number of nights stayed and spending have all
steadily increased. In 2008 tourist arrivals peaked at
405,000 (up from 379,000 the year before) indicating
the trend remains positive (Ministry of Tourism,
2009). Projections from the United Nations World
Tourism Organization estimate that tourism to Yemen
will grow an average 10% until at least 2020; the rest
of the Middle East will experience a 7% growth rate.
Additionally, the World Travel and Tourism Council
(WTTC) projects that the travel and tourism economy
in Yemen will positively affect employment and
increment export earnings from international visitors
to 16.4% of total exports by 2019.
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The Outset
The Homeland We Desire

W

here is Yemen heading? is the most crucial and critical
question to be addressed by everyone of us with no
exception, especially that we are at the outset of a
new year and that our dear homeland went and is still going
through exceptional circumstances, complex and complicated
developments and really tough experiences.
In fact, to answer this question is not a walk in the park; it,
nevertheless, is not impossible. Experience has proven
throughout history that no matter what types of harsh and
complex difficulties and arduous challenges the Yemeni people is
stronger, more determinant and willing to overcome all of these
circumstances. The wisdom of its natives has always been the
lifeline or lifebelt to address all these challenges and move along
the way to realizing their aspirations and expectations by building
the new Yemen and its civil and modern state.
This is not a talk aiming at face-lifting our reality nor attempting
to present such crucial matters superficially. Actually, none of
us— whether an ordinary person or a political party or social
figure or entity — would accept to let go of the opportunity at our
fingertips to build our homeland, genuinely solve our problems
and move forward towards creating a better future for all Yemenis
and for each part of our dear Yemen.
Our trust and confidence in this great people would never be
defected nor flawed. Not only the Yemeni people themselves but
also the whole world would be surprised by what we can do and
accomplish. Our people’s strong willingness would reflect itself
clearly in encountering calamities, challenges and difficulties no
matter how complicated and complex they are. We will prove
that our abilities would measure up to the level of challenges and
get over them. This is by building our one nation and standing
shoulder-to-shoulder in solving our actual problems appertaining
to the economic, political, social aspects and any other problems.
By so doing, we then would be able to create a strong and
prosperous new Yemen we desire.
In line with the above, it is a must that we take advantage and learn
from past experiences, lessons and events and accordingly, derive
from them thoughts and innovative solutions in order to protect
and save our homeland which represents our pride and symbol
for our belongings and identification . The annals of history would
then be the living and eternal testimony fairly and objectively
awarding whoever contributed in making our homeland and
its natives eschew the consequences of being ripped to pieces.
Similarly, history would disgrace those who acted against the
interest of our home and made us lose the opportunity move in the
right and proper path towards accomplishing real advancement
and prosperity of our homeland.
We believe that our past could inspire us to build the present,
pave the way for the future, and accomplish our homeland’s
advancement based on partnership and mutual responsibility.
This is in order for all of us to have a safe and secure living and
obtain prosperity. This would also allow us to take firm and steady
steps for achieving sustainable development, modernization,
democracy and social justice so as to definitely guarantee them for
every citizen at the present time and consequently for forthcoming
generations in the future.
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Since we all here belong to Yemen and
vice-versa, then protecting it, saving it from
collapsing and deteriorating shall be the national
mandate and patriotic duty of everyone in order
to dwell under the umbrella of a victorious not
defeated homeland, a country spreading from
the north to south, the east to the west
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Committee Entrusted with Preparing
Investment Map Draft for Yemen
Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

A

committee formed from GIA
personnel and presided by Mr.
Mohamed Murshid Al Kahlani, head
of the GIA technical office, is busting itself
on developing and preparing an investment
map draft of the Republic of Yemen.
The Committee, whose members were
appointed by the GIA Chairman’s decision,
would be responsible for communicating
with line governmental ministries and
institutions in order to collect the necessary
data for implementing the investment
map. It is worth noting that the Yemeni
investment map intends to provide accurate
data and information on investment
opportunities and privileges for doing
investment in all Yemeni regions and
cities. Along with highlighting all potential
sectors for investment opportunities, the
map would include important details and
accounts that concern investors .
Talking to Yemen Invest, the head of the
Committee augmented the significance of
the investment map as it “ represents the
cornerstone of investment and specifies
investment sites and their economic
feasibility for interested investors. It
functions just like a guide or manual for
studied investment opportunities through
the implementation of a comprehensive
survey of all priority sectors and
opportunities for growth at short, medium
and long-term. This is in order to enrich
and motivate the investment activity across
the country and make our homeland the
perfect and safe destination for investors
and entrepreneurs at the local, regional and
international levels.
Mr. Al Kahlani confirmed that the
committee is doing its best to coordinate
with line governmental ministries and
institutions in order to obtain the necessary
information and data for preparing a draft
of the investment map having details on
investment opportunities across the country
and specify the appropriate projects
and privileges for each area, city and
governorate depending on its natural and
human resources as well as environment
and geographical characteristics. Each
area’s unique characteristics must be
highlighted and defined as well.
He pointed out that the draft of the
investment map aims at
enhancing
the attractiveness of the investment
environment in our country. This is in order
5

Arab Planning Institute
Provides Technical and
Advisory Support
for Yemeni Investment
Map Completion

T
to motivate and attract foreign investments
to all regions and cities of Yemen based on
the type of their investment components
and the discovery of investment projects
and opportunities.
Elaborating on this issue, he stressed that,
“The draft of the investment map aims at
directing the investments to fulfill the needs
and interest of the State as well as those
of each sector and targeted projects. This
also intends to contribute to the promotion
of the State’s sustainable and balanced
development as well as the promotion of
the national economy and increment of
the GDP. All of that would be achieved via
stimulating and activating the investment
environment along with attracting quality
investments, transferring technology and
facilitating the process of investment
promotion. “
In addition, the head of the technical
office referred to the experiences of
many Arab and foreign countries that had
excelled Yemen in creating and drafting
their investment maps as a result of their
realization of the tough and great regional
and international competition for attracting
investment. He added that the investment
map basically intends to determine and
specify competitive investment sectors and
productive projects generating employment
opportunities in targeted regions and
cities. It also aims at exploring investment
opportunities and converting them into
real investment projects conducive for
supporting the desired economic growth.
He explicated that when finished from
drafting the investment map in accordance
with the best international technical
standards and specifications, the GIA would
post the investment map on its website.

he Arab Planning Institute initially
agreed to provide technical
and advisory support to aid in
completing the Investment Map of the
Republic of Yemen.
Dr. Bader Malallah, the General
Director of the Institute, expressed the
Arab Planning Institute’s cooperation
and willingness to provide GIA
technical support and advisory services
in order to complete the Investment
Map of the Republic of Yemen.
It has been decided there would
be coordination in this regard via
Yemen’s representative on the Board of
Trustees of the Institute; this is the Vice
Minister of Planning and International
Cooperation, Dr. Mutaher Al-Abbassi.
Based in Kuwait, the Arab Planning
Institute is an Arab development
institution enjoying an independent
entity or character aiming at supporting
economic and social development
efforts and their management at the
Arab States. The Institute provides
such support and assistance through
carrying out its activities and tasks. It
offers services, among many others,
in building and developing national
capacities along with providing
advisory services and institutional
support.
Yemen is among the Institute’s 17
Arab member countries. The Institute
was founded in accordance with a
special agreement. Its experience
extending to a period of forty years
is in its specialized area of expertise
such as development planning for Arab
economic development and support.
This makes the Institute as an Arab
think-tank qualified to serve Arab
development.
It is said that the Institute is currently
conducting a consultancy study on
the development of an investment
map for the southern provinces of the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
Issue No. 6 Jan-Mar 2015
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GIA Denies Arab and Foreign
Investment Withdrawal from Yemen
GIA Chairman: We are highly committed to fulfill our duty for
investors and highly concerned to keep in touch with them

R

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

ecently, some local and foreign
media
outlets,
websites,
e-newsletters
have
engaged
themselves in a very groundless and
malicious propaganda and published
misleading and incorrect reports and press
releases, allegedly claiming that Arab and
foreign investments are being withdrawn
from the country while others are reluctant
to invest because of the current conditions.
Such information is completely unrealistic
and unfair, confirmed Dr.Yahya Saleh
Mohsen, GIA Chairman. He further
emphasized that, “ Such news are
baseless anecdotal narratives relaying
on generalizations and lack any concrete
statistical data and evidence or even a
reliable source for such hearsays.”

Mr. Chairman, therefore, calls upon all
types of media outlets including the print,
broadcast and digital ones, to be extremely
cautious, objective and accurate and
compliant to the ethics of their profession
when publishing any information and/or
data appertaining to investment in Yemen.
Thus, all are advised to refer back to the
GIA as the sole and only governmental
body responsible
for promotion and
facilitation. This is in order for such media
personnel and corpses to obtain accurate

T

and correct investment information and /
or data they need. He hoped that different
journalists and the media measure up to their
professional and ethical responsibilities
and mandates, that is, they must avoid
the commission of any attempts to mix up
things and are mandated and committed
to leave economic issues and concerns
aside and not exploit them for the sake of
serving any political goals and agenda, no
matter what pretexts they come up with or
circumstances they convince themselves
of. This is so because such careless
behavior transgresses and disregards the
ethics and honor of their profession and
negatively impact the objective we have
agreed upon to accomplish. This is to side
in maintaining economic stability, having
a life of dignity and prosperity for all
citizens.
Within this context, Mr. Chairman stressed
that the GIA is ready to provide any media
affiliate any data or information and present
to them the true image of investment in the
Republic of Yemen. “ Actually, there is
no agency or entity whatsoever other than
GIA with the right to possess and produce
the statistical data on the size of existing
investments of different nationalities and in
different economic sectors.

He added, “Albeit of the exceptional
circumstances experienced by Yemen,
in 2014 GIA registered (104) investment
projects, accounting for a total invested
amount of (176) billion YER with an
increase of 134% compared to that of
2013.”

Rebutting all allegations, he emphasized,
“We are highly committed to fulfill
our duty towards investors and highly
concerned to intensify its contacts with
them in all sorts of circumstances through
paying field visits and / or using various
communication means. This is within the
framework of GIA authorities and assigned
role to provide support and after care
services to investors. GIA is also entrusted
to tend to investors’ concerns and address
their problems first by first. “
Dr. Yahya further mentioned, “, GIA,
in collaboration with line governmental
ministries, the private sector and regional
and international organizations, is doubling
its efforts and constantly doing its best
to better and improve the investment
climate via overcoming all difficulties and
obstacles encountering investors regardless
of their origins and facilitate their business
activities in Yemen.”

Foundation of East Sar Oil Exploration
and Production Company in Hadramout

he Ministry of Oil and Minerals
recently announced the foundation
of East Sar Oil Exploration and
Production Company as a new oil company
in Yemen to operate Block no. 53 east of Sar,
Hadramout Governorate.
The Company is to be the operator of the
block, substituting Dover Energy Limited,
the previous operator. This is in order to keep
the block running and operating and maintain
the rate of its oil production. It is note worthy
that the block produces 3,200 barrels of crude
oil per day and is fully operated and managed
by 263 national staffs.
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Invested Capital Size Increases by 134% in 2014

GIA Registers Investment Projects
Worth More than 176 B YER in 2014

D

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

espite the fact that Yemen’s
undergoing exceptional and critical
times, the General Investment
Authority was capable of achieving
a tremendous performance rate with
reference to registering new quality
investment projects in 2014. This, for sure,
avows that Yemen’s investment climate
and environment are still encouraging,
attractive and promising. Not only that,
registering such projects constitutes a very
tremendous and significant leap in the field
of investment, a matter which rebuts and
belies any contrary allegations. That is to
say, this step enhances and strengthens
Yemen’s investment environment and
climate and the provision of enabling
and favorable conditions for local and
foreign investors who view Yemen as one
of the richest countries with promising
opportunities in various sectors and sources
and components for setting up investment
projects.
In 2014, GIA was able to register (104)
investment projects with an invested
capital estimated at (176.2) billion YER,
meaning an increase in invested capital
estimated at (134.39%) over the previous
year’s, that is, 2013 and an amount of more
than (101) billion YER. This has shown
an important indicator improvement of the
quality and size of the investment projects
which GIA was capable of attracting by

following its new trend and vision for
targeting those strategic projects that
categorically contribute to the promotion of
economic development, the creation of job
opportunities, reduction of unemployment
rates and alleviation of poverty.

As is briefed in GIA Statistics Bulletin,
statistics have shown that the increase
in the value of invested capital and fixed
assets and the number of job opportunities
offered by registered investment projects
in 2014 was significantly more than that in
2013, despite of the decline in their total
number.
It is expected that these projects whose
fixed assets amounted to a total amount
of 95 billion and 300 million YER, would
create more than 5437 job opportunities.

These new registered projects in 2014
included various economic sectors. Taking
first place, the industrial sector’s share was
76 projects whose total capital accounted
for 113 billion YER, with a percentage of
64,12% of the total number of registered
projects for this sector in 2014 and a total
fixed assets amounting to 82.3 billion YER.
Such projects were distributed on
extractive and manufacturing industries
such as cement manufacturing and food
stuff, packaging and fodder production,
respectively.

The service sector ranking second place
registered 18 investment projects worth
an investment capital of 55.8 billion YER,
meaning a percentage of 31.66 % and
having fixed assets accounting for more
than 11.8 billion YER. Most projects were
residential compounds and educational
campuses.
The tourism sector’s share of registered
projects was 9 accounting for more than
4.3 billion YER, with percentage of 2.46%
of the grand total of investment capital.
Most projects were set up as tourist resorts.

With respect to the geographical
allocation of these projects, they were
distributed among 15 governorates. AlHodeida governorate with 26 projects had
the highest number of projects worth an
investment capital of 107 billion YER.
Next was the Aden Governorate with 14
projects worth an invest capital reaching
an amount of 47.5 billion YER. In the third
place was the Capital Trust with 13 projects
whose investment capital accounted for 8
billion YER. In the fourth place was the
Capital Trust with 12 projects worth an
invested capital reaching an amount of 4.1
billion YER. Lahj Governorate ranked last
place with 5 projects with an investment
capital approaching an amount of 2.7
billion YER.

Yemenia Airlines: First Direct International
Flight from and to Socotra and Dubai

Y

emenia Airlines launched its first
international flight directly from
Dubai, UAE to Hadibo district
airport located in Socotra Archipelago
Governorate in the midst of last month.
This is as part of the Yemenia’s trends
and orientation towards enhancing and
promoting tourism flow to Socatra. It is
worth noting that Socotra is recognized
as a Man and Biosphere Reserve by the
UNESCO World Network of Biosphere
Reserves, which was endorsed by Man and
Biosphere Reserve. It was also listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Mr. Khaled Al Mahbashi, Yemenia
7
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Regional Director at the United Arab
Emirates, expected that “DubaiSocotra-Dubai” trips would be the
most demanded flights on Yemenia
network.
Elaborating on this point, he added,
“People from over the world are
sending requests to be booked on
flights heading to Socotra which is
one of the most important islands, featured
by its extraordinary natural picturesque
sceneries, riches, secretes and wonders not
discovered yet.”
Elaborating on this point, he added, “People
from over the world are sending requests

to be booked on flights heading to Socotra
which is one of the most important islands,
featured by its extraordinary natural
picturesque sceneries, riches, secretes and
wonders not discovered yet.”
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GIA Chairman Announces Launching a Number of Investment Projects this Year

Al Hodeida: Story of Investment Success Awaiting
Support, Promotion and Exploitation
Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

A

l Hodeida is the bride of the Red Sea
awaiting the arrival of the date for
launching several investment projects
this year. This matter was assured by Dr. Yahya
Saleh Mohsen, GIA Chairman at his visit to Al
Hodeida Governorate as the end of last January.
Dr. Yahya, along with paying other field visits
to a number of investment projects at the
Governorate, held a number of meetings and
several functions with the aim to strengthen and
promote all factors behind the success obtained
by the Governorate in attracting national and
foreign investments.

views uttered by a number of manufacturers
and investors on the activities and facilitations
to be highlighted and underscored in order
to encourage and attract new investments
and maintain, protect and expand existing
ones. Such suggestions and views underlined
the leading and important role of GIA and
continuity of its efforts in improving and
developing suitable and enabling investment
atmosphere and environment. They stressed that
the new Investment Bill must incorporate more
investment guarantees and extra, competitive
and motivating incentives.

During his visit, Dr. Yahya was highly
impressed and fully satisfied for the apparently
progressing investment momentum in Al
Hodeida Governorate which in 2014 hosted
around 61 percent of the total bulk of national
investments. This enthusiastically reflects to
what extent local and foreign investment could
possibly make advantage of the significant
privileges and features provided by each of the
Yemeni regions and areas in order to attract and
encourage local and foreign investors. Investors
only have to look at Al Hodeida’s story of
success in this respect. He affirmed that within
its assigned powers and authority the GIA is
completely eager to do whatever it takes to
overcome any difficulties or obstacles facing
investors in collaboration and partnership with
local authorities and the private sector.

Within this context, GIA Chairman renewed
GIA’s commitment to work head and tail and
exert every effort to fulfill its mission and duties
in terms of attracting and promoting investment.
He also confirmed that GIA would continue its
activities and efforts earmarked for facilitating
the registration procedures of investment
projects and granting its governorate branches
and offices full authority to register investment
projects in order to save investors’ time and
effort. He pointed out that the GIA “..is fully
concerned with making the new Investment Bill
incorporate extremely motivating investment
incentives and facilitation to keep pace with
the giant regional competition on attracting
and encouraging investment and investors.”
He confirmed that, “GIA would benefit from
successful experiences in this respect and
would be guided by proposals given by experts
and investors in order to come out with a
contemporary investment law.”

While inspecting several strategically industrial
investment projects at Al Hodeida Governorate,
Dr. Yahya and responsible project personnel
discussed a number of issues appertaining to the
course of their work. They further talked over
the type of followed coordination mechanisms
and joint integration of such projects in order
to ensure their success. This is so that mutual
benefit would be gained by investors, the state
and in particular communities.
He then listened to some suggestions and
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Moreover, Dr. Yahya assured all local,
Arab and foreign manufacturers, investors
and businessmen that despite of the current
circumstances and factors, Yemen will
unequivocally overcome this current critical
times. This is for Yemenis have a very insightful
wisdom to address their problems and overcome
their differences, a fact which has manifested

itself in many difficult situations throughout
their homeland’s history. “ Actually, Yemen,”
stated GIA Chairman, “ has a very promising
and motiving investment future demanding
exertion of concerted efforts by all including
the governmental, communities, and the private
sector. This would guarantee the availability
of suitable and appropriate climates geared
for exploiting and benefiting from the great
natural wealth and resources that are scattered
throughout our homeland and could serve
various fields.
Actually, Al Hodeida Governorate possess
extraordinary features that would attract the
attention and interest of investors: its seaport
is one of the most important export and import
outlets; also by virtue of being strategically
located on the Red Sea, the port has facilities
for unloading half of dry cargoes coming to
Yemen. Al Hodeida offers air freight services
via its international airport along with land
transportation lines to Sana’a, Aden and Gulf
States. It also represents the focal point for
international commercial marine traffic lines
from and to Middle East, Africa, Europe and
Asia.
Owing to the rapid increase in the port’s
activities and emergence of small businesses
and projects in the city, Al Hodeida has become
a well know industrial complex.
The most important and vital shipping lines
are those sailing the Red Sea, transporting
cargoes and goods to Europe, Africa and Asia.
On the east of the city are vast and fertile lands
of the Tehamas, forming the most significant
agricultural regions of Yemen.
Due to the importance of Al Hodeida in
providing trade and shipping services, it was
linked by a network of new roads in order to
facilitate its linkage with large key cities; some
of which include cities in Saudi Arabia.
2015  مارس- يناير،6العدد
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GIA Chairman Checks on Production Progress
of Sugar Factory and Praises Its Performance

D

r. Yahya Saleh Mohsen, GIA Chairman,
was briefed on the production progress
of the sugar factory of the Yemeni
Company for Sugar Refinery. The factory was
founded by Hayel Saeed Anem Group Company
at Al Salif District of Hodeida Governorate
at the cost of US $ 150 million Dollars and is
considered the first of its kind in the Middle East
as per international standards.
Mr. Chairman was introduced by the officers and
technicians of the factory to the various stages
of sugar refining and the scientific processes and
methods in this regard. Such refining processes
are done in compliance with international
standards adopted for the processes of purifying
and screening sugar under refining and followingup its production stages prior to the stages of
packing and exportation. The factory’s officials
explained that the factory’s production capacity is

currently one thousand and 750 tons per day. Our
products cover more than 50 % of the domestic
market need of sugar while the remaining
quantities are exported to some African countries.
They stressed that the factory’s production
capacity would be reached one million and 320
thousand tons per year following the completion
of the second stage of the factory.
During his visit to the factory, Dr. Yahya Saleh
Mohsen praised the performance and activity of
the first sugar factory of its kind in Yemen and the
successes obtained from the date of its setting up
to provide sugar products of international quality.
He further stressed, “There is extreme need for
such vital investment projects in order to meet the
demand of sugar by the local market and therefore,
take advantage of the available opportunities for
exporting our products to neighboring and other
foreign markets.”

GIA Chairman Is Briefed on Bajel Cement Factory Expansion
Project and Preparation of New Production Line

D

r. Yahya Saleh Mohsen, GIA Chairman,
paid a visit to Bajel Cement Factory
where he was briefed on the expansion
project and the preparation of a new production
line, which is almost ready, that is, 98% of the
line has been accomplished.
The aim of the new production line which
cost US $ 129 million Dollars is to raise the
production capacity of the factory up to one
million and one hundred thousand tons per year.
Mr. Abdu Azzi, the factory’s finance and
administrative manager, briefed GIA Chairman
on the stages of the expansion project of the
cement factory which employs 800 workers.
The expansion project is being implemented by
a Chinese company. He further indicated that
98 % of the new production line construction
has been accomplished and it is expected that
this new line would produce an annual quantity
of 850 thousand tons of rawmix clinker Portland
cement in compliance with followed international
specifications and standards. Yet, the production
capacity of the old production line is currently
about 170 thousand tons per year.
The Chinese company is also developing and
improving the old productive line in order to raise
its production capacity to 250 thousand tons per
year. This is following conducting a study on the
old production line to convert its function from the
old manner to produce white cement. By doing so,
it would be the first cement factory of its kind in
Yemen to produce about 50 tons of white cement
9
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GIA Chairman
Praises Saudi
Investor to Set Up
Solar Energy Farm
at Hodeida

that is resistant to sulfates and acids. The remaining
quantities of rawmix clinker Portland cement is
estimated at 200 thousand.
GIA Chairman emphasized the importance of
urgently putting the new production line into
operation as soon as possible and necessity of
overcoming any obstacles and/or difficulties
holding back the full operation of the factory. He
underscored the leading and economic role played
by Bajel Cement Factory. He further stressed
that the installation of a new production line at
Bajel Cement Factory with a production capacity
accounting for 850 thousand tons of Portland
cement per year would definitely support and
galvanize the national economy and fulfill the
market’s need of such commodity.

D

r. Yahya Saleh Mohsen,
GIA Chairman, applauded
the outstanding experience
implemented on the founding of a solar
powered farm for producing plant and
livestock products. This is for solar
energy is the most feasible and costeffective alternative. Actually, this step
along with brining about an increase
on investment returns would galvanize
and enhance the State’s trend and
orientation towards promoting the use
of clean and safe energy sources.
During his visit to the farm for
livestock and plant production which
is powered by solar energy and owned
to Mr. Ahmed Siraj Banoun, a Saudi
investor, Dr. Yahya expressed his
high confidence in the great success
to accomplished by this new project
in enhancing the productivity of
agricultural crops and at the same time
reducing environmental emissions
and pollutants. “This project would
have great advantages in reducing
operational costs to the minimal lowest
rate possible,” says Dr. Yahya. All
possible support would be provided
to projects using solar-powered water
pumps.

It is worth mentioning that the total
cost of the project of the Saudi investor
amounted to US $ 1 million dollars
while the area of the farm which
produces mangoes, figs, palms, fodder
and cow milk is more than 150 Ma’ed
(a local measurement equivalent to
3600 square meter).
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Decade of Good Performance for
Investment and Governance
Initiative
GIA Chairman
Mr. Mohamed Ahmed Praises
Hussein, Saudi
Head of Promotion Sector
-GIAto Set Up
Investor

T

he meeting of the Steering Group
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Cooperation and Development (OECD)
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of investment and enhancement of Initiative on Investment and Governance
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through exceptional circumstances, complex and complicated
developments and really tough experiences.
By HE Dr. Yahya Saleh Mohsen
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Big Difference between Electric Power Demand and Supply

Yemen Needs $5 Billion Investment for Additional 3 MW by 2020
The study recommends that electric power
generation should depend on coal and gas
as the cheapest options along with relying on
renewable energy resources such wind power
and solar energy, both of which could be
extremely viable and beneficial.
The various sources of renewable energy in
Yemen could play a very important and essential
role in bridging the electricity demand-supply
gap. Renewable energy sources could possibly
replace the highly expensive diesel costs to
power electric generation plants.

Public-Private Sector Partnership (PPP)

I

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

t is taken for granted that the Yemeni
economy would not be capable of affecting
any significant grown unless reliable
supply of electric power is made to homes and
institutions.
At the time being, the demand for electric power,
in particular at the peak time, is estimated at 25%
while the proportion of the population having
no electric services is estimated at 45-50% as
concluded by an international consultancy
study on electricity status in Yemen. this very
low level of electric power service delivery
sustains the government a lot of money because
it subsidizes electric power generation by 62%.
Peak demand growth continues to rise by an
annual rate estimated at 9% while electric
power generation was unable to overcome or
bridge the gap although it declined by a rate of
6% a year.
The study confirms that the fact the production
capacity for electric power generation is
significantly reliant on liquid fuel ( such as
diesel; heavy fuel oil), which not only dies
this causes extremely high costs for power
generation in accordance with international
standards. This, nevertheless, depletes the most
precious and valuable national resources, this is
crude oil which constitutes the most important
source of income for the government and flow
of foreign currency to the country. The study
further explains that the Yemeni government
subsidizes the electricity sector by 62% of the
total electricity cost, meaning a total amount
of US $552 million dollars. This reflects a very
heavy monetary burden borne by the public
budget.
The present size of electric power demand
in Yemen is estimated at 1.2 Giga Watt while
the production capacity for electric power
does not even exceed 0.9 Giga Watt. This
causes constant electric blockages and, thus,
in the future Yemen is in desperate need for
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possessing production capacity for electric
power generation accounting for 3.7 Giga Watt
by 2020 in order to meet the expected level of
demand for electricity. This exceeds Yemen›s
current production capacity by about two and
a half folds.
The study (which was conducted by Mackenzie
Company at the end of 2010) provides some
recommendations with the to solve both
problems of limited access to electric power
and the high governmental subsidy offered
to the electricity sector. One of the solution is
the necessity of raising Yemen’s production
capacity of electric power generation by
three folds by 2020 and the other is to shut
down electric generating plants powered by
governmental subsidized diesel.
The study states that the plan designed by the
Yemeni government ( i.e. The Road Map for the
Energy Sector—2020) aims at adding 3000 MW
to the production capacity of electricity over the
coming ten years. This is via constructing new
power generation plants in Ma’ereb, Ma’ber,
Hadhramout, Al Hodeida, Aden and Al Mokha
in contemporaneously with implementing the
biggest process of expanding and updating
electricity transmission lines. This plan with its
components as stated above needs an investment
accounting for US $5 billion Dollars.
Elaborating on the issue presented earlier, the
study states, “ The current financial situation
in Yemen imposes on the Government to take
into account a number of interwoven factors
at the time of defining the methods to be
selected in order to be used in future electric
power generation plants across the country.
Most important factors include that the total
initial capital costs needed for generating one
unit of electricity, the impact of such process
on Yemen’s natural resources, and returns or
revenues in the form of foreign or hard currency
( that is, with regards to oil consumption and
gas saving).

Many countries were capable of accomplishing
success in various walks of life. This is through
activating, enhancing and adopting the notion of
public-private sector partnership as the private
sector is an independent energy producer.
This brought about an increase in electricity
production capacity by rates twice as much
within a period of 6 to 9 years.
The consultancy study, conducted by Mackenzie
Company on the electric power situation in
Yemen, underlines the significance of creating
public-private sector partnership. PPP is one of
the most important issue and themes that must
be enhanced and adopted in order to implement
new electricity generation projects in Yemen. It
is also important to draw a comparison between
the experiences of a number of countries in this
respect with the intention to select out of set of
experience the one that mostly suit Yemen’s
reality.
The study focuses on the United Arab Emirates
PPP as an example to be adopted. The UAE PPP
model is featured by allowing the government
to maintain a partial control when risks are
faced. Investors believe that this type of PPP has
less risks as it relies on entering into partnership
agreement or contracts with state-owned
companies. Under such agreements, revenues
are standardized as a result of joint / less risks
faced by contracting parties. But the negative
aspects of such partnership model lies in that
it requires regulatory frameworks and to some
extent complex contracts.
It also gives other solutions such as the
independent
electric
power
producer
model as the case in Mexico, Thailand and
Malaysia. Among other features, this model
is characterized by stimulating competition
and increasing productivity for the market. It
also requires that the private sector must be
the financer of the capital of such projects.
Yet, one of its shortcomings is that it requires
a higher tariff scheme, and there is a difficulty
for creating a proper balance ensuring a fair
manner for sharing risks in bid for attracting
independent electric power producers.
2015  مارس- يناير،6العدد
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Renewable Energy, Strategic
Option for Meeting Growing
Demand of Power in Yemen

Y

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

emen is in extreme need to
develop a certain means
geared for promoting
and enhancing all forms of
renewable energy, specifically
solar energy. The inception of
this type of renewable form and
implementation of national and
local renewable energy projects
will be a means for meeting
the growing demand for power.
This is because the provisions
and access to adequate energy
supplies is an extremely vital
factor for achieving development
in general and for improving
the living conditions. Not only
that, this is a very important
component and means to
alleviate
poverty,
generate
income, develop small and
medium enterprises, improve
education and
health
services and enhance
other
development
areas.
Solar energy forms a
suitable and adequate
alternative that could
be used in generating
electric
power
in
Yemen. Over the past
two years, recommendations
arrived at the meetings of
Yemen’s
donor
countries,
organizations
and
partners
underscored the importance
of carrying out reforms on the
energy sector. Such reforms must
be through giving emphasis and
attention to renewable energy as
this is a strategic alternative for
13
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traditional forms of energy.
Beyond the shadow of doubt,
Yemen possesses extremely
unprecedented
investment
opportunities for exploiting
renewable energy resources
in generating electricity. The
data offered by the Ministry of
Electricity have emphasized that
Yemen could possibly produce
18 thousand megawatts from
solar energy alone.
The recent Power Development
Plan (2009- 2020) expects that the
total capacity demand for electric
power in Yemen is likely to be
3102 MW annually, meaning a
demand growth estimated at the
rate of 10% over the next decade.
New capacity demands would
need 3538 MW by 2020
as additions to the
electricity network
to
compensate
for the out-ofservice units for
power generation
and absorb the
growing demand
with
sufficient
capacity.
These demand forecasts are
based on the GDP growth rate as
the minimum required by Yemen
to maintain its current labor
force in this field.Additionally
, the need for new investments
in the renewable sectorin order
to meet with the continuously
rapid growth and demand on
electricity.

Yemen: World’s Richest Country
in Renewable Energy Resources

L

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

ahmeyer International
conducted
a
comprehensive study
on renewable energy in Yemen.
Building upon the findings of
the study, a detailed strategy
was developed incorporating
scheduled
implementation
procedures and steps to take
advantage of the domestic
renewable energy resources
existing in large quantities
in our homeland. Actually
renewable energy is the best
possible option to overcome
Yemen’s
electricity-based
problem and shortage as this
is much more beneficial and
reliable than other alternatives.
The Strategy was drafted by
Lahmeyer, a German-based
consultancy
engineering
company in 2009 and was
entitled “Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency in the
Republic of Yemen.” The
Strategy incorporated the draft
legal framework which was
upgraded to “The Renewable
Energy Development Bill.”
This Bill aims at developing
and improving the use of
electricity generated from
renewable energy sources and
encouraging private sector
investment flow into this field.
The study considers solar
energy as one of the richest
resources
for
renewable
energy in Yemen. This is for
Yemen is located in one of
the parts of the world featured
by having one of the highest

direct radiant sunlight and
hence, the possibility of
generating electricity through
this source is very high.
The study elaborated that
practically
the
technical
potentials of the PV power
stations could generate 18,600
megawatts while from wind
power 34, 286 megawatts
could be generated. Thermal
energy generated and stored in
the Earth could generate 2,900
MW.
The study stated that the
coastal areas starting at
Hodeida, moving along the
way to Taiz, Lahj, Aden
and A’byan are the most
preferably sites for starting
wind-power projects. Out of
other governorates, Dhamar
is the highest region that has
enjoyed with potentials for
wind-power. All of these
governorates have economic
potentials for generating
power that could exceed
19,000 MW.
The study further adds that
Dhamar with its volcanic
areas, Al Taweelah of Sana’a
Governorate with its high
density of geothermal layers
of sandstones
along with
Hodeida and Taiz are some of
the most promising locations
for setting up and developing
geothermal energy, for they
have economic potentials for
generating power that could
exceed 2,000 MW.
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General Manager of PTC Speaks to Yemen Invest:

Soon Announcing Introduction
of Fourth Generation of
Telecommunication Service in Yemen
In the interview of Yemen Invest, Eng. Sadeq Musleh, the PTC general manager, confirms
that the telecommunications sector is on the verge of taking “a great and qualitative leap.”
This is by introducing the fourth-generation for mobile phone services and move onwards to
introducing the sixth version of the Internet Protocol (IPv6) to enable internet users to surf
the Web at high speeds.
In the interview, the PTC general manager underscored the importance of the strategic
projects being presently implemented with the intention to develop and modernize the
telecommunications and the Internet services and the PTC plans geared for making Yemen
abide by and adapt to the requirements of its accession to the WTO. What follows is an extract
of the interview with Mr. Eng. Sadeq Musleh, the PTC general manager.

Q: What are the most important strategic
development projects being currently carried out
by the PTC?
A: The PTC is currently implementing a number
of strategic projects. It is currently implementing the
one million new telephone line project geared for
expanding communications and Internet services. The
project’s foundation stone was laid down in June 2013
by the President of the Republic. The funding of the
project is borne by the PTC.
Q: What are the most outstanding components of
this project?
A: The project has three key components; the first
one is to develop, improve and expand the home
telephone line network and system. The second aims
at increasing the number of broadband Internet service
line while the third intends to enhance the outreach
of telephone service lines at the level of remote rural
areas.
Q: You stated earlier that the foundation stone for
the project was laid in June 2013. Since then, what
has been achieved so far?
A: The PTC has completed the project’s first phase
by installing 160 thousand telephone lines and the
implementation of relevant construction works,
buildings and telephone booths and facilities for rural
telecommunications. We also implemented the rural
telecommunication networks and bought the land to
construct rural communications facilities. We have
now more than 150 sites for rural telecommunications
and have finalized the conclusion of contractual and
supply procedures for installing 292 thousand new
telephone lines.
Q: When would you start implementing the
remaining components of the project?
A: For the remaining components of the project,
the PTC has finished drafting and prepared the
technical specifications for purchasing and contracting
agreements to be forwarded to the High Tender and
Bidding Board.
Q: Under the efforts concerted to keep abreast
with advancement and developments in the
telecommunications sector, you announced that
you intend to provide new services pertaining to
the Fourth Generation Technology (4GT). What
has been done in this regard?
A: We at the PTC have already taken practical
steps and have entered into tenders for the sake of
introducing modern and new communications systems
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that operate by the Fourth Generation Techniques.
This new service would be introduced to Yemen for
the first time and will be announced shortly. This is
part of our strategies adopted and carried out by the
PTC in bid for improving and developing the Internet
services so such services become more efficient,
effective and competitive.
Q: With respect to the Internet service offered to
clients, what are the most important projects that
you have carried out for the sake of improving and
bettering the quality of this service?
A: The PTC has, of course, implemented a number of
projects for bettering the Internet service by doubling
its speed and expanding capacities. This is in order to
enable the Internet clients to easily access the Web,
surf and browse the Internet efficiently, transfer data
and avoid any disconnections or poor Internet service.
Some of the most important projects are: WIMAX
Network Project. The project was kicked off in two
stages, the first stage aimed at providing wireless
broadband Internet connection service coverage for the
Capital Trust and Aden. This service intends to double
the speed of broadband internet access reaching 32
MG instituting a very important and qualitative leap
to overcome all connection problems faced by fellow
citizens and arising from the copper network.
Moreover, about 142 thousand new Internet lines
were installed in in various governorates of the
Republic along with supplying 12 thousand Internet
lines as part of the 292 thousand line project which
would be implemented in the coming weeks.
With regards to expanding the International
Internet Gateway, we have installed two international
gateways. Two new international Internet gateways
are on the way.

There are 142 thousand new Internet
lines to be installed as we are
preparing to move forward the sixth
version of the Internet Protocol
With regard to telephone exchanges, three new
BRAS exchanges were installed and procedures
are underway to purchase four new ones along with
increasing international capacities across different
outlets to 40 GBIS.
Q: What about transitioning or moving forward to
the Sixth Version of Internet Protocol (IPv6)?

A: We at the PTC are really on our way to transit
to the Sixth Version of the Internet Protocol IPv6.
This, however, must be done by coordinating with
international organizations that support transitioning
projects to this version. One of which is the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) which
offers advisory support in this respect. The PTC has
drafted a strategic plan for updating the Internet and
how to transit into IPv6.
PTC transition project to IPv6 has become a must
and an inescapable matter, for it would meet the needs
of Internet users. This is with regards to a number
of matters such as user privacy, internet security
and Web browsing speed; these matters are actually
guaranteed and granted by the dictates of the Sixth
Version Protocol Charter. In addition, this version
deals with billions of terminals and ensures fast
and secure Internet use and exploration, especially
when users use search engines to find any piece of
information or data. It is capable of offering solutions
for to a lot of problems in a flexible, accurate and
effective manner, let alone that grants the optimal
type of information/ data protection.
Q: Since Yemen has formally joined the WTO,
could you kindly brief our readership on the type
of steps to be taken by the PTC in order to keep
up with the Yemen’s accession requirements to the
WTO?
A: We at the PTC are focusing our current work
on completing a number of tasks; the first one is to
complete the PTC organizational structure. While
the second is to restructure project of the PTC, the
third is to pursue the issuance of a law for organizing
PTC work and activities by which the PTC is granted
enough flexibility and authority to effectively compete
in the market. Other tasks include the implementation
of our strategic projects. One is the one million
new telephone line project. While intending to
introduce wireless internet connection by using the
Fourth Generation Techniques (4GT), we intend to
complete the national correspondence or messaging
infrastructure network along with installing fiberoptic services and many other projects.
Q: Based on your statements regarding the
PTC organizational structure and the notion
of restructuring it, what have you done in this
regard?
A: We have done so much work and progressed
tremendously with regards to the organizational
structure and the restructuring project is being
implemented; but, they need time to be fully put into
application.
Issue No. 6 Jan-Mar 2015
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Red Sea Bride: Breathtaking Natural Beauty and Historic
Emblem Representing Momentous Monuments

By Ahmed Al Ghabari

Al Hodeida Governorate, with its unique geographical location, embraces a rare diversity of tourist products that comprise marine treasures of
special and exceptional characteristics, and its beautiful tourist beaches provide a remarkable package of extremely wonderful entertainment
resorts. Not only that, Al Hodeida has a great historic heritage whose monuments are still a living testimony narrating the remains of a life
of prosperity, engraving and drawing the most important features of Yemen’s history as one century succeeds the other.

I

t is nicknamed “ The Bride of the Red Sea,”
owing to its beautiful tourist sites along
with its long coastline which adds more
elegance to Al Hodeida. Within its sidepieces
of land meet all tourist components as it is one
of the most important Governorates of Yemen
distinguished by numerous tourist constituents.
One of these tourist structures for example is
that most of Hodeida’s land and territories are
situated on the Tehama’s plains and the beaches
of the Red Sea while mountainous highlands
covered with forests and grasslands form the
other element of this elegant and astounding
heavenly region.
The richness of tourist products is embodied in
extremely exciting and pure beaches extending
along the Red Sea coast with a group of island
that constitute a very attractive marine tourist
destination to practice deep diving and tourist
trap activities. These activities make tourists
enjoy the world of the sea the diversity of
the reefs scattered along the Yemeni waters.
Most important islands that are affiliated to
Al Hodeida are Kamaran Island, Hunaish
Archipelago. Al Hodeida has mountains of great
height above sea level coated with greenery
sceneries and generously rich with certain types
of agricultural crops.
From the heart of its land emerge springs of
mineral waters used for healing some diseases,
constituting one of the elements of medical
tourism. Besides wide and spacious oases and
valleys covered with mango and palm trees, Al
Hodeida has extremely wide plains upon which
camels graze on its pastures while wide animals
just wonder freely. It has historical cities that
existed during the Golden Age of the Islamic
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Civilization and prominent popular markets in
which crafts and antiques are offered. These
markets are held on weekly basis besides the
daily markets of the city.
Al Hodeida has its own and unique style
of celebrations and seasonal festivals which
distinguish it from other Yemeni governorates.
Some of these occasions include horse and
camel racing competitions held every year. It
is also regarded as a destination for religious
visits. The climate of the Tehama’s plains is
mostly subtropical; it is hot, humid at summer
and mild in winter. High temperatures in
plains during summer time are lessened by the
coming of seasonal rains but on highlands the
temperature is moderate.
Al Hodeida City is the capital of Al Hodeida
Governorate and is one of the Yemen’s seaports
located in the west part of Yemen. Close to
Hodeida is Al Makha or Mocha Port, wellknown for exporting Yemeni quality coffee.
Yet, the Bride of the Red Sea gained more fame
following the construction of its new port.
Coastline of Al Hodeida City
Taking a tour on the beaches and the plains
of Al Hodeida Governorate is regarded
as a heavenly trip. What furthers a tourist
amazement are its islands, ancient historical
cities, protected natural areas, sites of natural
healing properties and the Tehami markets
scattered on plains, at many villages and small
cities. Visitors are captivated by all of these
sceneries and by the wonderful assortments
of various products available in those markets
including magnificent crafts and handicrafts. All
of these products are varied and enriched with

the creativity and artistic styles of crafter whose
excellent technical expertise are reflected in the
accurate selection and application of colorful
decoration on their products. Actually, skills and
highly artistic and elegant abilities are attended
to make such products durable and of great
quality. The diversity and ravishing shapes of
tourist-oriented products and tourism attraction
elements are not limited to one location or site.
But you would find them scattered in many
places within the geographical territory of Al
Hodeida Governorate. This does not only form
one of the tourism attraction elements but it also
enriches these tourist attraction components,
since they incorporate the cultural special
features of the local communities. That is to
say, local communities have their own specific
customs and traditions and daily living—all of
which are factors for tourist attraction. These
include their hospitality and readiness to open
up to other cultures along with respecting others
and at the same time clinging to spiritual values,
abiding by existing laws and holding to their
traditions and tolerance. These values along
with security, safety and social peace are deeply
rooted within the local communities as they are
made instilled in their culture and education.
Beach and Marine Tourism and Diving
Al Hodeida’s beaches and islands are
characterized by having sites rich with marine
creatures and reefs of natural ravishing beauty.
Visibility at greater water depths is extremely
excellent compared to the visibility at depths
in waters of other parts of the world. There
are other naturally beautiful attributes that
thrill those interested in diving. Divers could
practice this sport throughout the year in very
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ornamental fish and sea turtles. Al Khwakha’s
most important beaches include the followings:
AbouZahr, Al Qatba, Al Jalab, Al Haimajh; and
Al Zayeli.

suitable conditions and enjoy it very much and
fulfill their desires. In addition, there are some
ships, boats and warships that sunk near some
of the islands that are positioned close to the
International maritime routes. Actually, diving
sites in Al Hodeida waters are still virgin, a
trait which makes them a priority destination
for all tourist divers searching for enjoying the
magnificence of the marine environment.

Hodeida Climate
Hodeida climate is affected by all the
conditions generally impacting Yemen’s
atmosphere which cause different and various
consequences. That is to say, rain may fall on
the interior highlands and large amounts of it
may move through water outlets, tributaries,
and valleys all the way to the Red Sea or through
the layers to the Tehama’s plains located on the
sea Red. Hodeida’s climate is of hot with long
summer time and a short warm winter time.

Cities and Tourist Attractive Monuments:
Al Hodeida city is the Capital of Hodeida
Governorate, located about 226 kilometers
away Sana’a. It is one of the western seaports
of Yemen which along with Al Mokha port
was famous for exporting Yemeni coffee. Al
Hodeida and Aluhaih ports were famous for
exporting one type of pink pearls. Being of the
biggest ports, Al Hodeida gained more fame
following the construction of its new port. It
deserves to be nicknamed as “the Bride of the
Red Sea” for it has a long and beautiful cornice,
beaches, tourist hotels, parks, gardens and rest
houses or areas looking over the sea.
Beit al-Faqih City is one of the cities that must
be visited. Any one must pass through this city
when travelling to Al Hodeida. Located just
50 kilometers away from Al Hodeida City, it
is surrounded by tourist areas and sites. These
include Al Ta’ef, an old port for exporting salt.
Beit al-Faqih is the most famous Tahemi city in
terms of having multiple industrial activities.
The most prominent activity is the production
of large covering cloth such as quilt but for
persons; another is the making of bamboo
hats and ceramic products and pieces of old
furniture. That is why it has the biggest weekly
market on Fridays.
Zabeed City is known for being the City of
Education as it is the locale of scholars and
scientists. Along with providing educational
services, it used to offer services such as trading,
production of various goods and commodities
and crafts. Despite all that, it is mainly known
for its great and magnificent mosques and
scientific unions. It actually attracted students
from all over Yemen and the different parts of
the Islamic World.
One of its famous shores is Al Faza Shore
which was a resort for the kings of Al Rasouliya
Kingdom. Al Khawakha shore is also famous
for its marine natural beauty. One of its natural
saunas is Al Sukhna Sauna.
Aluhaih City is one of the oldest historical
cities and one of the most significant, beautiful
coastal and archaeological sites in Al Hodeida
Governorate. Allah, the Almighty, has granted
the city divine and natural beauty that definitely
bewitches the beholders and ravishes their
hearts, since it functions as a linking spot for
both the natural marine tourism and the historic
and archaeological monuments deeply rooted
and dating back to ancient historic times. As
such, it has become the mecca for domestic

and foreign tourists who frequently come
from all governorates and Arab and foreign
countries. This is in order for tourists to enjoy
its warm beaches and coasts coated with marine
mangrove trees or Al Shoora shrubs.
Al Khawkha City is featured by its extremely
magnificent and awe-inspiring beaches, covered
with white smooth sand with crescent shapes
and surrounded by white sand dunes. Medium
height hills rise through these white sands to
join and embrace white plateaus. Rainwater
outlets penetrate these plateaus and hills to the
valleys, adding extra beauty and splendor to
the portrait. Truly, Al Khwakha has one of the
most charming and stunning beaches in Yemen,
shaded with forests of palm trees and doum /
gingerbread trees. Most astonishing is that sea
water waves recede away from the coastline by
a couple of feet. You would just dig with your
hand into the sand to a depth of a couple of
centimeters to find fresh water. This is only one
of the awesome characteristics of Al Khwakha
shorelines. Gaining extreme fame, this city is an
enticing summer resort featured by fresh air and
pure water.
Al Khwakha beaches are some of the most
important coastal tourist sites of Yemen as they
are constantly frequented by visitors. It is also
featured by being close to Yemeni tourist islands.
Most important of which include: Zagar Mount
Island; Abu Ali Island; Al Murtafa’ah; Al Qirsh
Allessan Al Qareebah; the Minor Hunaish and
the Greater Hunais; Hunaish Sayoul; Kiwayn
Al Rukainah; Mashjert Al Qumum; Northern
Al Midwarah; Al Midwarah; Al Qamtein; Hajr
Al Zawyah; Haykook; Al Sakhrah; and Al Jabl
Al Ahmer. These have no optimal diving sites
because of the existence of coral reefs and
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Most of the territory of Hodeida Governorate
is located on the coastal Tehama region which
stretches from Aluhaih City on the north to Al
Khwakha on the south. Being about (300 km)
long and ranging between (60-150 km) wide,
the plain runs through many valleys which are
considered the outlets for flood and rain waters
which come from the interior highlands of the
Yemeni governorates, hills, and mountains of
Ibb, Dhamar, Sana’a, Mahaweet, and Hajja.
They eventually pour into the red sea.
Hodeida Most important
valleys are as follows:
Mour Valley; Surdid; Siham; Rama’a; Nakhlah;
, Palm, Wadi Zabid and othe sub-valleys; Tibab
in Al Qanwisah; Al Oujah; and Al Alwiyah
Valley.
Mour Valley is one of the biggest valleys
in Tehama. There are other smaller valleys
spreading on the plains of the Governorate
.

Hodeida Highlands

The most important highlands in Hodeida are
Jabel Raes Mountain, which is located at jabel
Ra’es Disctrict on the southeast of Zabeed. It
overlooks at Wadi Zabeed from the northern part
and at Nakhalah Valley from the south. It is about
(2000 meters) above sea level. Jabel Bura’a Mount,
however, ranks firs place with a height accounting
for about (2400 meters) above sea level. Add to
that Jabel Dabbas Mount; Jabel Mastour Mount;
and Jabel Al Rakeb Mount.
Hodeida is further featured by its very high
mountain ranges including Al Duman and Wahnah
Mountainous Ranges.
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Profile

A’lwan Al Shaibani:
Inspiring Story of Success

A

Yemen Invest/ Exclusive

’lwan Sa’eed Al Shaibani is a well-known
name and figure that cannot just pass
anyone’s mind without ringing a bell to
the world of economy and investment. He is a
self-made man with a character demonstrating the
true meaning of Man’s capability and willingness
to achieve success, especially when one starts
from scratch. More importantly is that one must
possess the type of ambition, determination and
persistence as those of Alwan Al Shaibani. Yet,
before that, you as he did could maintain your
own humane and noble qualities, your simplicity
and humbleness without having to succumb to
the dictates, control and influence of wealth. That
is, money and materialistic interests have their
destructive impact on Man’s pure nature and his
diving and sublime and moral values.
Mr. A’lwan Al Shaibani followed a very precise
and disciplined life scheme which was enriched
by his expertise and practical experiences. He
was able to employ such experiences to serve the
course of his life and career and in return to serve
his homeland and society in different economic,
educational, administrative, social and cultural
areas.
This is the story of an extraordinarily successful
character, but, an exciting and amazing life
experience, evolving over the last 70 years. Mr.
Alwan was able to outline the stages of his life
at an early age following his migration from his
village, at Bani Shaiban district, to Abyssinia in
order to work in one of the restaurants within
the years from 1950 – 1954. Following that,
he returned back to Aden to study. During the
time spent in Aden, new thinking, feelings
and emotions started to develop and shape his
character. It was a time in which emotions and
ambitions were open to a strong political struggle
and movement adopted by the Yemeni Movement
of the Free. This Movement was guided and
organized by Al Nu’man and Al Zubairi against
the Imamate Regime the north of Yemen. he
was also influenced by the struggle against the
British occupation of the south of Yemen, which
was organized and guided by leaders of various
syndicates and unions. In order to ensure his
pursuit of his study, he used to tutor students
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during his free time in return for small amount
of money, that is, “few shillings.” While giving
special lessons, he discovered his talent in the
world of business when he was entrusted to collect
subscriptions for Al Shaibani Club in Aden in
return for 7.5% of the total amounts collected. He
was able to make a remarkable success in doing
such a task. Not only that, his influence and value
even emerged to surface more especially after he
sent by the Club itself on a scholarship to Cairo
in October 1956 in order to pursue his study.
But because of the departure of A’lwan to Cairo,
the Club ceased to pay for A’lwan’s scholarship
because the Club was incapable of collecting
member contributions.
Following that, Alwan was able to continue his
study at the University of Kansas in the United
States. He was there at same time during which
Late Abdul Aziz Abdul Ghani was pursuing his
study as well. Alwan was able to manage between
his study and work and eventually graduated in
1969 from the School of Political Science and
International Relations, the University of Kansas.

Mr. Al Shaibani is regarded as the symbolic
representation and leading and outstanding
figure for Yemeni tourism. He is one of those
wise & success-driven individuals who
devoted a lot of extraordinary efforts and hard
work to attract and encourage domestic and
foreign tourism. To do so, in 1983

Returning to Yemen, he worked for several weeks
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as the Director
of the Department of the Americas and Western
Europe. Within the period from March 1970 to
October, 1972, he moved to Aden City to work
for the Economic Corporation for Public Sector
and National Planning. At the time the Economic
Corporation used to act as the supervisory body
on public sector companies and institutions (i.e.

supervising both internal and external trade,
banking, navigation activities, insurance, etc.),
which made Alwan acquire knowledge and skills
in the economic and management fields. As such,
he enhanced his practical skills and experiences
in these disciplines.
Mr. Alwan Al Shaibani played a leading,
significant and influential role in developing
and improving the Yemenia Airlines which
at the time became a model and outstanding
icon for success. That was so because Yemenia
obtained great revenues and expanded the size of
its fleet. It became an example for the delivery
of high quality and competitive services. Mr.
Always along with his workmates devoted all
his knowledge, experience, scientific, economic
and administrative abilities to faithfully and
honestly establish a name for Yemenia Airlines,
win it a great repute and gain success and fame.
Following working and holding a number of
posts such as sales manager, the commercial
director and BOD member of the Yemenia within
the period from February 1973 to 198, he simply
decided to withdraw and resign from Yemenia.
This was because decision-makers imposed
political affairs and issues on Yemenia work and
activities. Such misconducts by those decision
makers destroyed and crushed down the great
expectations and aspirations of Yemenia staff
who strived and busted themselves to protect and
maintain a national symbolic representation of
the efficiency and success of the economic public
sector. Consequently, Yemenia deteriorated to a
condition that could only be described now as
“miserable.”
Despite of all that, Alwan Al Shaibani’s extreme
ambition and burning desire for success did not
cool down nor fade away. As his nature, he never
succumbed to any misfortunates nor miseries
throughout his life. But on the contrary, the more
hardships he faces, the more willing and persistent
he aspired to achieve success. With strong and
undefeatable determination, he was able to sketch
out his successfully outstanding and inspiring
career in the world of investment and business. At
the outset of 1982, he took his first step by starting
his own private business. As you go through his
life you would definitely discover that he is a selfmade man who worked out his way with strong
will and determination to achieve impressive and
stunning accomplishments away from any fake
glory or dependency.
Mr. Al Shaibani is regarded as the symbolic
representation and leading and outstanding figure
for Yemeni tourism. He is one of those wise &
success-driven individuals who devoted a lot of
extraordinary efforts and hard work to attract and
encourage domestic and foreign tourism. To do
so, in 1983, he established his first company as a
travel agency which was the seed of his later on
Universal Group. The travel agency was founded
in Sana’a. He employed his long experience and
unique skills to run the company and devoted
his time and effort to seriously make the agency
a success. Moreover, his dedication to hard
work, his determination to achieve success, and
excellence were the drives behind transforming
his agency within a few years to one of the most
successful and well-known institutions in Yemen
to provide exceptional and outstanding travelling
and tourism services.
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